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Abstract 
Gunther, B., Strong shape of compact HausdorfI spaces, Topology and its Applications 42 (1991) 
165-174. 
It is shown that every compact Hausdoti space admits an embedding in an “improved*’ topological 
space, which preserves its strong shape. Therefore the program developed by Cathey for the 
construction of the strong shape category of compact metric spaces works in this more general 
situation and leads to the usual category, as described by Cathey and Segal. 
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1. ss -maps, fibraat spaces and stron of $0 
Cathey (cf. [l]) characterized the strong shape ca 
metric spaces as the quotient category obtained from 
the SSDR-maps, which led to a simple and elegant constructi 
Problem 5.7; 5, Problem III.71 it is asked if a similar procedure is possible i 
larger class of spaces. In Section 1 we will devel a strong shape category s 
of spaces having the strong shape of a compact usdorfI space following Cathey’s 
program; the compact spaces themselves ar ‘nsufficient, because we have to perform 
constructions leading outside of this class. ere no acquaintance with shape theory 
is assumed, the treatment is elementary. Also it will be s 
belonging to 
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lies in Cpt, but it need not be compact. In Section 2 our ssh(Cpt) will be proved to 
be isomorphic to a subcategory of the strong shape category constructed by Cathey 
and Segal for arbitrary spaces. 
Definition 1.1. A closed inclusion map i : A - X is an SSDR-map, if every map from 
A into an ANR-space has an extension over X, and if any two such extensions are 
homotopic relative A (cf. [ 1, Theorem 1.21). 
Here X and A are arbitrary topological spaces; an ANR-space means an ANR 
with respect o me&able spaces. From [3, Theorem 1.31 it follows that a closed 
inclusion map i ; is-, X induces a strong shape equivalence if and only if any map 
g:AjPextendstoXandanymaph:XxiuAxI~PtoX-x1uptohomotopy, 
provided P is an ANR-space. The reader may check that i is an SSDR-map if and 
only if it induces a strong shape equivalence and has the homotopy extension 
property with respect o ANR-spaces. Consequently the relation between SSDR- 
maps and strong shape equivalences i the same as that between strong deformation 
retractions and homotopy equivalences. 
Lemma 1.2 (Cathey). A closed inclusion map i : A c* X is an SSDR-map if and onl_v 
if the followjng rifting problem is solvable for every fibration p of ANR-spaces [ 1, 
Theorem 1.23: 1
Corollary 1.3. If i : A - X is an SSDR-map, then for every n E NO the inclusion 
Xxd”uAxA” - X x An is an SSDR-map. An is the standard n-simplex and d” its 
boundary. 
For a proof one has to apply Lemma 1.2 to fibrations of the form P”’ + P-‘“. 
Definition 1.4. A space 2 is Jibrant, if for every SSDR-map i : A- X and every map 
f: A + 2 there is an extension g : X + 2 (cf. [ 1, Definition 2.11). 
The relation between fibrant and “improved” spaces will be clarified in Theorem 
1.10. The reader is also advised to take a look at [9]. 
We want to show that for every compact space X there is a fibrant space Z and 
an SSDR-map i: X - 2. We may suppose that X is a closed subset of a Tychonoff 
cube I”, where 6y is a suitable infinite cardinal number, and consider the set % of 
all neighborhoods of X in I”, which are fibrant spaces. % is partially ordered by 
inclusion. By \Jr’ we denote the nerve of %, i.e., the simplicial complex of linearly 
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ordered subsets of %, and by %U _ c ‘31 the full subcomplex spanned by all vertices 
VE% with VC U. 131 and 1% 1 u are the corresponding eometric realizations. We 
define: 
The function space T(X) is endowed with the compact open topology. There is a 
natural map ix : X w T(X) embedding X in T(X) as the set of constant mappings. 
Remark. We want to compare our space T(X) with similar constructions known 
from the literature. 
(a) Let us suppose X is compact metrizable and QI is the countable cardinal 
number. Then % contains a cofinal, decreasing subsequence ( U,,)naN and 1’321 contains 
a subspace L homeomorphic to the real halfline, where L is the union of the edges 
[ Un, &+,I. Restricting the domain 1921 to L in definition (2) does not change the 
homotopy type of T(X) and leads to Cathey’s space (O : [O, ao[ -) I 
N: o([n, m[) c U,} (cf. [ 1, Theorem 2.51). 
(b) Lemma 1.5(a) implies that % may be considered as an inverse system directed 
by inclusion. In this sense T(X) is the cotelescope of 4!& (cf. Lisica and 
[ll, Section I.101 or [lo, Definition 71). A special case of this construction for 
metrizable spaces has been given by Dydak and Nowak (cf. [3, Section 61; one has 
to take the limit of the diagram { Ui , r,,, N(X)} considered there). Without proof 
it shall be mentioned that T(X) is the homotopy limit of the inverse system %. 
Taking into account these observations one is tempted to extend our proced=jre to
more general spaces than compact ones: if Q is an ANR-resolution of X and T(X) 
its cotelescope, then there is a natural map ix : X + T(X), which is an embedding 
when X is topologically comp!ete. 7( X) is still fibrant, but our proof that ix is a 
strong shape equivalence breaks down. This proof makes essential use of the 
finiteneness property stated in Lemma 1 S(b), It is an open problem whether Theorem 
1.6 holds for general spaces. 
Lwnmm 15 (a) % is a fundamenta? systrm of ne&kt~kk2ds of X in I”. 
(b) For every neighborhood V of ix (X) in T( X ) there is a jnite subcomplex 2 c ‘31 
such that every function w E T(X), which is constant on 1~1, belongs to V. 
Proof. (a) A fundamental system of neighborhoods of X in I” is given by the sets 
p-‘( ‘v’), where p : I” + I” ranges over all projection maps onto finite dimensional 
factors I” of I” and V ranges over all open neighborhoods of p(X) in I”. The 
observation that p-‘( V) is homeomorphic to V x I", that V and I are ANR-spaces 
and hence fibrant, and that an arbitrary product of fibrant spaces is fibrant concludes 
the proof. 
(b) The construction of the compact open topology allows us to assign to each 
point x E X a neighborhood of x in I” and a compact subset y, E I%1 with: 
VwEI5 w(y;-)c * wEK ‘3) 
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There exist a finite subset A of X and an element U of % with: 
XE UEU{W~I~EA}. (4) 
d finite subcomplex 2 G Yl has the required property, if it contains the vertex U E )3l 
and the set IJ{ Yx 1 x E A}. El 
Theorem 1.6. For every compact space X the map ix : X - T(X) is an SSDR-map 
and T(X) is a j&ant space. 
proof, (a) We suppose a mapf: X -, P into an ANR-space P is given and construct 
an extension over T(X). Since the image f(X) c P is compact and me&able there 
is an embedding j :f(X) H Q into the Hilbert cube Q. We can find a map g : I” -+ Q 
extending $: X + Q, because Q is an AE for compact spaces, and we can find a 
neighborhood V of #( X) in Q and a map h : V-, P extending the inclusion map 
jf(X)=f(X)-I? B y L emma 1.5(a) there is an element U E % with U c g-‘( V), 
and the map 8: hglv : U + P extends J: (We have shown that every ANR for 
met&able spaces is an ANE for compact spaces.) U as a vertex of 5X determines 
an evaluation map e u : T(X) + U, and the composed map (peu : T(X) + P is the 
map we are looking for. 
(b) To a prescribed neighborhood V of ix (X) in T(X) we construct adeformation 
D : T(X) x I + T(X) stationary on ix(X) with DO = id and im D, s V. Lemma 1.5(b) 
provides us with a finite subcomplex 2 C_ 91, such that every function a E T(X), 
which is constant on 121, lies in K For every U E % the space (9 u I is contractible, 
because it is homeomorphic to a cone, whose top is the vertex U and whose base 
is the subcomplex spanned by all other vertices. Therefore we can construct a 
homotopy H : 1%j x I + j%l with the following properties: 
Ho = id, (5) 
VU@%: H(192UlxZjc191UI, (6) 
the restriction of H, to 121 is constant. (7) 
Then our deformation D can be defined by D( w, t) := WI&. 
(c) We consider two mapsf, g : T(X) + P into an ANR-space P withfi, = gix and 
have to find a homotopy H :f- g relative ix(X). At first we take an open covering 
w’ of P, such that any two w-near maps cp, #: Y + P defined on an arbitrar! 
topological space can be connected by a homotopy, which is stationary, where (9 
and $ coincide (cf. [ 12, Chapter I, Section 3.2, Theorem 61). We define a nneighbor- 
hood V of ix(X) in T(X): 
V:={~E T(X)I(f(w),g(o))~u{Wx WI WE W}}. (8) 
If D: T(X) x I + T(X) is a deformation with the properties listed in (b), then jD, 
and gD1 are ‘J&near maps which coincide on ix(X), and consequently there is a 
homotopy G :fDl = gD, relative ix (X). H := fDo GogD-’ :f = g has the required 
properties, and ix is proved to be an SSDR-map. 
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(d) It remains te show that the space T(X) is fibrant. We denote by A the directed , 
set of all finite subcomplexes of $2, and for 2 E A we set: 
ZL’:={O:l~l-,IQIvUE~:W(I~Un~l)c U}. (9) 
For %k! 2 % there is a restriction map $’ : & + 2% turning this collection of spaces 
into an inverse system Z(X) with limit T(X). Now we have to consider an 
SSDR-map j: B c) Y and an inverse family of maps fV : B + 2, ; if we are able to 
construct an inverse family of maps g, : Y + 2, extending fi, our proof is complete. 
We construct g, by induction over the number of simplices of 2; so let us suppose 
ggt is given for each proper subcomplex !l?2 c 2. We have to distingukh two cases: 
At first we may assume that the set of proper subcomplexes of 2 does not contain 
a largest element. Then 2, is the inverse limit of the spaces 291 with 2Jk 2, and 
there is nothing to prove. If on the other hand 2 contains a largest proper subcomplex 
$31, then we 
B 
f 
i 
Y 
have to solve the following extension problem: 
!lW 
2 is obtained from 81 by adjoining an n-simplex a, we denote by U the largest 
element of %, which is a vertex of cr. This gives rise to the pushout diagram (1 l), 
which enables us to replace the arrow r& in (10) by the restriction map UAfl + U”“. 
After this replacement the lifting problem (10) amounts to the extension of a map 
Yxd”uBxA”+U over YxA”, which is possible because U is fibrant and 
YxfhBxA” c) Y x A” is an SSDR-map (cf. Lemma 1.3). Cl 
Definition 1.7. HGpt E HTop is the full subcategory spanned by all spaces X, for 
which there are SSDR-maps (9 :X + 2 and +: Y +Z, such that Y is compact. 
HFc, HCpt denotes the full subcategory of fibrant spaces. 
It can be shown that HGpt consists precisely of those spaces, which are isomorphic 
to compact spaces in the usual strong shape category. 
heorem 1. is a reflective subcategory of 
Proof. For each space X E t we have to find a map fx:X+R( 
R(X) is a fibrant space lying in and the following map is bije 
fibrant space 2: 
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By Lemma 1.3 the function j* : EICpt( Y, 2) + HCpt( B, 2) induced from an SSDR- 
map j : S- Y is bijective. Therefore we may assume the space X to be compact, 
but then Theorem 1.6 is applicable. Cl 
The remainder of this section is standard. To each space X E HCpt we assign a 
fibrant space R(X) E HCpt and a map fx : X + R(X) with property (12). We define 
our strong shape category ssh(Cpt), whose objects are those of HCpt, by: 
ssh(Cpt)(X, Y) := HCpt( R(X), R( Y)). (13) 
R becomes afunctor R : HCpt + HF, if we assign to g : X + Y the map R(g) : R(X) + 
R( Y) with R(g)& z&g. R may be interpreted as the strong shape functor 7 : HCpt + 
ssh( Cpt). 
Theorem 1.9. q : HCpt + ssh(Cpt) localizes HCpt at the class of SSDR-maps. 
proof, It is clear that for every SSDR-map i : A- X the induced map q(i) is 
invertible. If on the other hand F: HCpt + C is an arbitrary functor, such that F(i) 
is always invertible, then we have to show existence and uniqueness of a functor 
G : ssh(Cpt) + C with Gq = F. 
As a first step we show that for every X E HCpt the induced map F( fx) : F(X) + 
F( R(X)) is invertible; this applies in particular to F = q. For the proof we may 
assume that X is compact and that fx :X+ R(X) coincides with the map 
ix : X * T(X) constructed in Theorem 1.6, but in this case fx is an SSDR-map. 
By definition a strong shape morphism a! : X + Y is a map du’ : R(X) + R( Y), and 
we claim that the following diagram in ssh(Cpt) is commutative: 
X Y 
I d.f, 1 I rll.f, 1 (14) 
R(X) 
q(G) 
5 R(Y) 
For proof we translate it into a diagram in HF, where we may assume H(R(X)) = 
R(X) and f&x, = id, because R(X) is fibrant; similarly for Y. Then diagram (14) 
takes the following form: 
ct 
R(X) * R(Y) 
I id 
Surely nobody will doubt the commutativity of (15). 
Diagram ( 14) implies: 
(15) 
G(a) = F(f,) 'F(tGfx j. (16) 
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We see that the functor G is unique. To prove its existence we define a functor G 
by equation (16) and we have to show: GQ = F, If the strong shape morphism 
a! : X + Y is induced by a-continuous map g : X+-4$*) = iy, then by the definition 
of q we have: du” =R(g) and consequently: $” a&g. Now (16) reads: G?(g) = 
Wi4-‘F(fd = F(g). 17 
Warning: It does not follow from Theorem 1.9 that the full subcategory ofs&(Cpt) 
spanned by the compact spaces alone is a quotient category! 
Theorem 1.10. For every X E HCpt the space R(X) E HCpt is an “improvement” of
X, i.e., X and R(X) are isomorphic in ssb( Cpt) and for each Y E HCpt the function 
q : HTop( Y, R(X)) + ssh(Cpt)( Y, R(X)) is bijective. 
Proof. Assuming R(R(X)) = R(X) and fRtx) = id we apply definition (13). Then 
the function in question becomes R : “riTop( Y, R(X)) + PUU Y), RW) with 
Vg E HTop( Y, R(X)): R(g)& = g. This function is bijective because fy is an SSDR- 
map and R(X) is fibrant. q 
2. Comparison with the construction of clathey and ?&gal 
A morphism c’ :A + between inverse systems of spaces is said to be a trivial 
cofibration, if it has the left lifting property with resp to fibrations of spaces (cf. 
[2, Definition 1.31). The Steenrod homotopy catego (pro-Top) is the quotient 
of pro-Top inverting all trivial cofibrations, and the quotient functor is denoted by 
L : pro-Top + ho(pro-Top). Cathey and Segal prove, t every ANR-resolution 
px : X + X of an arbitrary space L( px ) is a ho( reflector of X (cf. [2, 
Theorem I]) and tiefine their strong shape categ 
sshcs(X, Y) := ho(pro-To (1) 
fhe cbr responding strong shape functor qcs 
the unique morphism q&f) E ho(pro-To 
about to demonstrate that in the class 
equivalent o the one given in Section I. 
p + sshcs assigns to a map f : X + Y 
U)px = PYJ: We are 
this construction IS 
An inverse system Z is called fibered, if for eve trivial cofibration i : and 
every morphism f: A -p Z in pro-Top there is g : + J? with gi =fi we avoid the 
notion “fibrant”, which is used in [2, Definition 1.61, to prevent confusion with 
Definition 1.4 of our paper. 
Now let us recall the inverse system Z(X) constructed in equation (9) of Section 
1. The collection of restriction maps ry : T(X) + & defines a morphism ux : T(X) + 
Z(X), which is an inverse limit. We would like to use the morphism px := pxix : X + 
Z(X) as the ho(pro-AN ?-reflector mentioned above, but prc is neither a t-solution 
nor does Z(X) cmsisi of ANKspaces. 
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Lemma 2.1. The pro-space Z(X) is jibered and the morphism px : X + Z(X) is 
isomorphic in ho(pro-Top) to an ANR-resolution of X. 
Proof, The proof that Z(X) is fibered is in fact contained in (d) in the proof of 
Theorem 1.6 and need not be repeated. 
To construct a particular ANR-resolution of X we take a set A with cardinaiity 
(Y, and henceforth we write IA instead of la. For every finite subset B c A we denote 
by pe : IA + ZB the natural projection map, similarly pg : Zc + Z B for C 1 B. M is 
the set of ail pairs (B, P), where B is a finite subset of A and P is a compact 
ANR-space P E Z”, whose interior contains the image of X under the projection 
map pB. On M we introduce an order relation: 
(B, P)s(C, Q) :H BE CA Pzp;(Q). (2) 
Then M becomes a directed set. For p = (B, P) E M we write XP := P, and for 
(C, P) = v > cc the restriction of the projection map pg to Xv is denoted by pz : Xv + 
XcL. These data determine an inverse system X = { pf: : Xv + X,, 1 v a p E M}, and the 
projection maps pG : X + XP constitute a pro-morphism p : X + X, which is easily 
seen to be an inverse limit. Consequently p is an ANR-resolution of X (cf. [ 12, 
Chapter I, Section 6.1, Theorem 1)). 
We will replace p by isomorphic arrows in ho(pro-Top) in three steps, until we 
arrive at px. At first we set: XL := pi’(P) s IA. For v 3 p we have XL C_ XL, and 
the sets XL form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of X in IA. Let us consider 
the inverse system X’ = {X~~,X$>~E M} and let us denote by i:X+X’ the 
family of inclusion maps and by f: X’ + X the collection of natural projection maps 
fp = pB :XL = piI + X, ; we observe:fi =p. Thenfis a level system of homotopy 
equivalences, which can be turned into a trivial cofibration using a mapping cylinder 
argument, so f is invertible in ho(pro-Top). 
The next inverse system X” is the collection of neighborhoods %, directed down- 
ward by inclusion: X’= ( UL, VI U E V E %}. There are obvious pro-morphisms 
j: X + X’ and g : X”+ X’ with gj = i, and by a cofinality argument g is seen to be 
invertible in pro-Top, because % and {XL 1 p E M} are fundamental svstci~ of 
neighborhoods. 
At last we define a pro-morphism h: Xl’+ Z(X) with hj= px, and which is 
isomorphic in pro-Top to a level system of strong deformation retractions. For every 
finite subcomplex ti c 3 we choose a neighborhood U E Q, which is contained in 
every vertex V of 2, and we denote by hg U -2, the natural embedding as the 
set of constant functions; this gives us h : Xl’+ Z(X). To construct he level system 
of strong deformation retractions we consider the subset A,c_ A consisting of those 
finite subcomplexes 2 c %, which are geometric reaiizatioris of finite subsets clrz % 
with nv E v. We observe that A, is cofinal in A, and that every 2 E A, is contractible. 
There is a monotone surjection cp : A, + % assigning to 2 its largest vertex c;p (g ) := n Y 
(Q is directed downward); q(i!) may serve as U in the definition of hv . To complete 
the proof we show that for each 2 E AoF h, : tl - Zv is a strong deformation retraction. 
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An inverse function is provided by the evaluation map e : 2, + U at the vertex 
u = ~(2) E 2; it satisfies ehV = id. A homotopy bye = id relative im hr can be con- 
structed as parameter transformation making use of the contractibility of 2. 0 
Theorem 2.2. There is a unique functor F : ssh(Cpt) + ss&, crrcl~ thad Fq equals the 
restriction of qcs to HCpt, and F is a full embedding. 
Proof. Of course there is at most one such F, because VI : HCpt +ssh(Cpt) is a 
quotient functor. 
For brevity let us denote by C the full subcategory of sshcs spanned by the spaces 
of HCpt. We are going to construct a full embedding G : C + ssh(Cpt), whose inverse 
will be F. Lemma 2.1 implies: 
C(X, Y) = ho(pro-Top) (Z(X), Z(Y)). (3) 
Since Z(X) and Z( Y) are fibered, ho(pro-Top) (Z(X), Z( Y)) may be replaced by 
the quotient of pro-Top identifying homotopic pro-maps (cf. [2, Definition 1 .l 11). 
We get: 
Now the inverse limit provides the functor G : C + ssh(Cpt): 
G(f) := lixnf: 
We observe the commutativity of the following square: 
Obviously G commutes with the strong shape functors qcs: HCpt + C and 
v : HCpt + ssh(Cpt). 
Iffy g : Z(X) + Z( Y) are two pro-morphisms with G(f) = G(g), then (6) implies: 
G(f) = G(g) 3 fix =gr, --r, fpx = gpx * f-g. 
The last relation follows because px is a ho(pro-AN )-reflector- mxefore G is an 
embedding. 
It remains to show that G is full. Therefore let a map f: T(X) + T( Y) be given; 
we can find a pro-map g : Z(X) + Z( Y) with gpx = rYfiX and we claim: G(g) -J: 
Diagram (6) implies: ryG(g)z ;( = ryfix. By arguments imilar to those in (d) in the 
proof of Theorem I.6 we conclude: rye(g) = ryf and the desired reselt follows 
passing to the limits. Cl 
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